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Food and Beverage Industry
Expected to Gain Strength
There is a mantra out there that Canada’s food and beverage industry is anemic
and continues to be hollowed out as U.S. companies gain greater prominence in our
market. It is often pointed out that the number of food processing firms and the
value of production in the U.S far exceeds Canada on a per capita basis.
But while this may be true, the food and beverage industry in Canada is anything
but weak. Indeed, according to a recent Farm Credit Canada (FCC) report, Canada’s
food and beverage sector may emerge even stronger in 2021 after a challenging year
due to the pandemic.
The report shows most economic indicators for the food and beverage processing
sector are strong compared to other sectors of the Canadian economy. Capital
expenditures and employment in food and beverage processing, for example, fell
less as a percentage than all industries combined.
Consumer trends and export markets offer a variety of opportunities for different
parts of the food and beverage sector, which together represents the largest manufacturing employer in Canada with almost 300,000 workers. It is also the second
largest manufacturing sector in terms of value of production with sales of goods
manufactured worth $122.9 billion in 2020. That year, the sector represented 1.8 per
cent of the national Gross Domestic Product.
The FCC report points to grain and oilseed milling as particularly robust and is
expected to see the most significant increase in sales at 13.4 per cent, due to
increased demand for edible oils, flour, and other baking products. Plant-based
products are expected to capture a greater portion of food spending as part of a
growing consumer trend.
Sugar and confectionery products are projected to see a 12.3 per cent increase in
sales for 2021 as consumers appear ready to indulge after going through various
lockdowns, according to the report.
There are also projected sales increases for dairy products (5.6 per cent), beverages (4.9 per cent), processed seafood (4.7 per cent), meat products (4.6 per cent),
and bakery and tortilla products (2.1 per cent) in 2021. Fruit, vegetables, and specialty foods sales are expected to remain steady in 2021.
So, while the sector is perhaps not as well developed as in the U.S., it should never
be counted out!
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Fresh Direct Produce Group
of Companies Requalifies for
Canada’s Best Managed
Companies Platinum Status
Fresh Direct Produce Ltd., and its partner companies Mike &
Mike’s Organics, Islands West Manufacturers, and Emperor Specialty Foods are honoured to be one of Canada’s Best Managed
Companies over the past decade. This prestigious national
award is sponsored by CIBC,
Deloitte Private, Canadian Business, Smith School of Business,
and TMX Group.
“Our team is honoured to
receive its tenth consecutive Best
Managed Companies Award. We
are celebrating our 18th anniversary with exceptional growth and
business development across
Western and Central Canada. Our
teams persevered during this pandemic in continuing to provide nutritious and healthy produce to millions of Canadians
daily and increased our support to our communities where we
serve. We continue to provide financial and in-kind donations
to the food banks and various local community groups to support the most vulnerable population,” says President and CEO
Davis Yung.

Eriez Announces Appointment
of New Chief Financial Officer
and Treasurer
Eriez has appointed Andrew Olsen
as chief financial officer (CFO) and
treasurer. He will be based out of the
company’s global headquarters in Erie,
Pennsylvania, and report to Eriez President and CEO Lukas Guenthardt.
Olsen brings extensive experience
in corporate and operational finance
to his new role on the Eriez corporate
Andrew Olsen
leadership team. He served most
recently as chief financial officer at General Electric Aviation –
Advanced Atomization Technologies, a joint venture of Parker
Aviation and General Electric based in Clyde, New York. His
background, which includes high-level positions at several
industrial manufacturing companies, has helped him develop a
deep understanding of the finance and accounting principles
critical to Eriez’ business, according to Guenthardt.

FCC Report Shows Opportunity in
Changing Food and
Beverage Trends
Despite some setbacks caused by the
pandemic, Canada’s food and beverage sector may emerge even stronger in 2021,
according to a new FCC report.
“The pandemic has brought losses that
can never be recouped, but it has also
opened a floodgate of opportunities for
Canada’s food and beverage sector to J.P. Gervais
become an even stronger part of the
national economy,” said J.P. Gervais, FCC’s chief economist. “In
many ways, the pandemic did not create these opportunities, but
accelerated the tide of underlying trends that promote them.”
Despite the challenges posed by the pandemic, the report shows
most economic indicators for the food and beverage processing sector
are strong compared to other sectors of the Canadian economy. Capital expenditures and employment in food and beverage processing,
for example, fell less as a percentage than all industries combined.
The report also notes that higher disposable income and savings
in 2020 will likely spur growth in food and beverage consumption
once it is safe to fully reopen foodservices.
Success in containing the virus abroad also carries significant
implications for Canada’s food and beverage processors, since more
than 30 per cent of sales have gone to export markets over the past
five years, according to the report.
Consumer trends and export markets offer a variety of opportunities for different parts of the food and beverage sector, which together represents the largest manufacturing employer in Canada with
almost 300,000 workers. It’s also the second largest manufacturing
sector in terms of value of production with sales of goods manufactured worth $122.9 billion in 2020. That year, the sector represented
1.8 per cent of the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
Grain and oilseed milling is expected to see the most significant
increase in sales at 13.4 per cent, due to increased demand for edible oils, flour, and other baking products domestically and abroad.
Plant-based products are expected to capture a greater portion of
food spending as part of a growing consumer trend.
Sugar and confectionery products are projected to see a 12.3 per
cent increase in sales for 2021 as consumers appear ready to indulge
after going through various lockdowns, according to the report.
There are also projected sales increases for dairy products (5.6 per
cent), beverages (4.9 per cent), processed seafood (4.7 per cent),
meat products (4.6 per cent), and bakery and tortilla products (2.1
per cent) in 2021. Fruit, vegetables, and specialty foods sales are
expected to remain steady in 2021.
“The food and beverage processing sector showcased its resilience
by adapting to the evolving trends and challenges posed by the pandemic,” Gervais said. “Government investments in food security and
safety, along with low interest rates, a weak dollar and strong
demand for healthy and high-quality Canadian food, could be the
catalyst the sector needs to lead Canada’s economic recovery.”

ENTERRA APPOINTS NEW CEO DAVE LEMMON
Enterra has welcomed Dave Lemmon as he steps into the role of CEO. Lemmon brings over 25 years of experience
in the CPG industry — most recently as the former president of Pet Food & Pet Snacks at The J.M. Smucker Company.
During his time with The J.M. Smucker Company, Lemmon led the company in the Canadian, U.S., and international markets across a spectrum of iconic CPG brands. He brings experience in leading transformational change and
driving accelerated growth through innovation and building business processes. These capabilities provide the ideal
fit to support the rapid growth of the business as it further defines the market for insect protein.
Along with this new leadership appointment, Enterra is welcoming Jerry A. Vergeer to the role of chairman of the
Dave Lemmon
board. Vergeer brings with him more than three decades of experience in the global animal nutrition and health industry.
Enterra is on a mission to use the power of insects to feed and care for the world, and that requires expanding
into new markets. With the leadership of Lemmon, the company will boldly transform what the world expects from insect protein.
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Danfoss names new Vice-President of
Sales for its Climate Solutions
business in US and Canada
Danfoss has named Vikas Anand as vice-president of
sales in North America for its recently formed Climate
Solutions business segment. Anand joins the US and Canada
sales organization after leading the Danfoss Cooling
business in Asia Pacific and India, where he focused on
growing the business in areas related to infrastructure,
energy efficiency, and climate change.
Vikas Anand
With more than 23 years of experience in sales and
marketing leadership, Vikas has spent the last 15 years of
his career with Danfoss and has developed and driven various growth strategies with
a strong customer focus. He has worked to accelerate and expand the company’s
distribution business in mature and emerging markets, and is dedicated to developing
diverse, agile, and ambitious teams.
He holds an MBA and a bachelor of engineering degree (mechanical) from the
Indian Institute of Technology in Delhi. He has also participated in various management programs with the Indian Institute of Management and INSEAD France.
Earlier this year, Danfoss announced the formation of its Climate Solutions business
segment, which merges its now-former Danfoss Cooling and Danfoss Heating
segments to address evolving customer demands more holistically for innovative
energy-efficient and sustainable solutions for industry, the built environment, and
the entire food chain.

Great Little Box Company/
Ideon Packaging Wins at 2021
Excellence in Flexography Awards
Great Little Box Company Ltd./Ideon Packaging
has received an award at the FTA (Flexographic
Technical Association) Excellence in Flexography Awards. These awards honour outstanding
companies who have made exceptional quality
and precise consistency their mission in the
pursuit of printing excellence. Each of the
hundreds of entries every year is individually
evaluated by a panel of judges on its degree of difficulty and level of execution.
GLBC won bronze in the Combined Corrugated, Line Category where entries are
printed directly on sheetfed combined board (all flutes, combinations, and liner
weights) for Coupe Beverages – Duchess Lightly Sparkling Cosmopolitan Box. Judge’s
comments included the product’s image sharpness and notable ink coverage.

Arlene Dickinson
Launches Canada’s
Most Extensive Business
Growth Ecosystem

1,300 Food Safety Professionals
from Throughout the Supply
Chain Attend Virtual
Food Safety Summit

Arlene Dickinson, well-known Canadian investor
and entrepreneur, has launched Canada’s most
extensive business growth ecosystem focused on
consumer-packaged goods (CPG): Venturepark.
Venturepark will house Dickinson’s network of
companies with a focus on supporting brands in the
food and health CPG space. Famous for her marketing
and investing expertise, Dickinson’s new ecosystem
offers capital, marketing, programming, innovation,
commercialization, and media amplification to the
companies it serves. The new network includes
Venture Play, Venturepark Labs, Venturepark Voice,
District Ventures Capital and District Ventures Plus.
Venturepark will serve clients across North America
from its headquarters in Calgary, Alberta and offices
in Toronto, Ontario.
The launch of Venturepark comes following
more than a year of
strategic shifts, highprofile hires, corporate
acquisitions, as well as
numerous investments
t h ro u g h D i c k i ns o n ’s
venture capital fund —
District Ventures Capital.
“We believe that food
and beverage, health and
Arlene Dickinson
wellness and agriculture
entrepreneurship will become key economic drivers
for our nation moving forward. This is why we have
strategically shifted our current business units,
acquired others and are developing new ones, to
embrace and respond directly to this trend,” said
Arlene Dickinson, CEO of Venturepark. “It is no secret
that the COVID-19 pandemic has led to a focus on
health and self — as well as a desire and demand for
homegrown industry and products. At Venturepark,
we provide a support system in which CPG businesses
of all sizes can not only successfully navigate this
new business terrain but be better equipped with the
resources to thrive in it.”

Food safety professionals from
Walt Disney, Coca-Cola, Publix
Supermarkets, The Kraft Heinz
Company, Aramark, Blue Bell
Creameries, The Wendy’s Company,
McDonald’s, Costco, and many
others, as well as experts from
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA), Center for Disease Control (CDC) and other
state and local regulatory organizations attended the recent virtual
Food Safety Summit. Participants heard from an A-list roster of
speakers who shared their experiences during the global pandemic
and the most important lessons learned, which will be standard as
the industry moves forward.
During the final day of the Summit, attendees had a chance to
participate in an extensive workshop on What Does Traceability
Means for Me and My Business with speakers from Deloitte Consulting,
Michigan State University, Public Super Markets, Institute of Food
Technologist (IFT), Canadian Food Inspection Agency, and United
Fresh Produce Association. This knowledgeable panel provided a
common understanding of traceability, standard based solutions
and how they can be applied, the status of the regulatory process,
and the impact of traceability on the supply chain.
Will Daniels of IEH, Mary Lynn Walsh with Sysco, Glenn Stolowski
with HEB, and Gary Ades with G&L Consulting provided the
attendees with a Guide to Flexible Planning while moving
Beyond COVID during the general session. The afternoon sessions
then focused on Local Public Health — Navigating Conflicting
Information; Retail and New Business: What Should the Future
Look Like; How Climate Affects the Safety of the Food Supply
Chain; How to Take Care of Yourself, Each Other, Employees, and
Communities; Managing Unintended Consequences during a Crisis;
and International Impact on Food Supply – Imports.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE ONTARIO LAUNCHES CAREERSNOW!
Food and Beverage Ontario announces the launch
of CareersNOW!, a province-wide program designed
to rapidly respond to immediate job vacancies in
the food and beverage processing sector and attract
talent for the future.
From small to medium-sized family businesses
through to large corporations, solving the labour
gap has been a top priority for the industry.
Ontario’s more than 4,000 food processing operations represent the province’s largest manufacturing
sector employer but growing the workforce continues to be a challenge.
CareersNOW! will optimize Food and Beverage
Ontario’s initiatives Taste Your Future to profile careers and expand Frontline Food Facts to provide essential skills training and new opportunities
for employment. Delivering targeted employer resources will round out the program. CareersNOW! was developed with project partners — Food,
Health & Consumer Products of Canada, FoodGrads, Food Processing Skills Canada, Magnet, Ontario Chamber of Commerce, Meat & Poultry
Ontario, University of Guelph and Excellence in Manufacturing Consortium.
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Demand for Plant-Based Protein
Prompts Launch of Calgary-Based

Lovingly Made Ingredients
A global leader in plant-based proteins has opened its doors to
the North American market. Lovingly Made Ingredients, the
ingredient manufacturing division of European market leader, The
Meatless Farm, is beginning production at their new 33,000 square
foot Calgary-based facility. Using innovative ingredients, equipment
and processes, the company and their unique textured plant
protein is positioned to help meet the increasing consumer demand
and need to sustainably feed a growing population.
“The exceptional farming standards and investment into plant
protein research really drew us to the Canadian market for
this opportunity,” says Chris Shields, Lovingly Made Ingredients
vice-president of manufacturing.
“We zeroed in on Calgary because we see it as one of the best
places to live and work, which fits with the talent we want to attract
to our company.” The textured proteins made from sustainably
sourced pulses and other crops offer high-protein, clean-flavour
ingredients and are tremendously useful for a variety of food applications. In dry form, textured protein appears as chunks or shreds,
offering great texture plus protein in snacks, cereals, toppings and
coatings. When hydrated, textured proteins work well as plantbased meat analogues or alternatives because of the chewy texture.
These versatile products also can add functional protein in bakery,
snacks, soups, sauces, ready-meal formulations.
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Food and Beverage Canada
Board of Directors for 2021-2022
Food and Beverage Canada has appointed
Jennifer Marchand, government relations leader,
Canada for Cargill Limited; Michael Mikulak,
executive director of Food & Beverage Manitoba;
and Chris Conway, CEO of Food and Beverage
Ontario, to its board of directors. The three new
Chris Conway
board members were appointed alongside 15
returning members at Food and Beverage Canada’s
Annual General Meeting held May 17, 2021.
Michael Mikaluk
Additionally, the FBC-ABC Board of Directors
announced the appointment of James Donaldson as
the association’s vice-chair.
“We are pleased to welcome our new directors
and the continuation of the mandates of many individuals who have been instrumental in advancing
the priorities of our industry and navigating the
Jennifer Marchand
challenges of the COVID-19 era,” said Kathleen
Sullivan, CEO of Food and Beverage Canada. “The
strength of our collective response has been made
James Donaldson
possible by the dedication of our directors and
industry partners. The addition of our three new members complements our board’s skills and
experiences, and we are confident they will provide valuable perspective as we focus on helping
Canada’s economic recovery and the future growth of our sector.”

Walmart
Foundation
Gives $510,000
USD Grant to
Research Waste
Prevention
Second Harvest, Canada’s largest
food rescue organization, announced
that the Walmart Foundation has
given them a grant of $510,000 USD to
fund a research project working with
50 companies in the food processing
and manufacturing sector to explore
and address the barriers to recovering
and redistributing surplus food.
Provision Coalition and EnviroStewards are partnering with Second
Harvest to measure and track environmental and social impact from
this food loss and waste prevention
and repurposing project.
At the end of their project participation, companies and their

Champlain Financial Corporation Announces
Acquisition of Dion Herbs & Spices
A group of investors led by Champlain Financial Corporation has announced the acquisition of
Dion Herbs & Spices. Founded in 1996 by Gaston Dion, the company currently offers nine product
categories representing some 450 product varieties. Products are sold at over 1,000 retail locations
in Canada and the United States. Leadership succession will be ensured by André Fortier, formerly
senior vice-president with the Loblaw group of companies, Jean-Francois Bieler, formerly vicepresident operations and general manager of Atoka Cranberries and by Marie-Andrée Morin-Dion
and Samuel Morin-Dion, the founders’ children.

employees will be equipped with
the knowledge, tools, and ability to
take action to prevent waste and
redistribute food for food rescue
and community food programs.
This Walmart Foundation has
invested $510,000 USD in the
research project.
In Canada, nearly 60 per cent of
food produced is lost or wasted
every year, of which 47 per cent, or
16.77 million metric tonnes, comes
from processing and manufacturing.
When this food ends up in landfill,
it generates 56.5 million metric
tonnes of CO2e emissions every year.
While this good, healthy food is
lost, one in seven Canadian families
struggles to put food on the table
— a number exacerbated by COVID-19.
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Cascadia Seaweed’s New
Technology Strengthens
Food Security, Safety

regulatory affairs

Food Centre Expansion Will Support
Saskatchewan’s Value-Added Agriculture Sector
The Governments of Canada and Saskatchewan have announced a $2.3 million
investment into the expansion of the Agri-Food Innovation Centre. This funding is part
of the Canadian Agricultural Partnership.
The Saskatchewan Food Industry Development Centre (Food Centre), the province’s
only commercial incubation centre for food processing, is undergoing a major expansion
to further assist food processors with adding value to their products and preparing to
bring them to market.
To date, the first phase addition has added 12,200 square feet at the site of the
Agri-Food Innovation Centre in Saskatoon. The first phase expansion will consist of
additional incubation suites, storage and a extrusion commercialization suite; the
second phase will include a maintenance shop, and a separate facility for food and
industrial (non-food) processing.
Since its inception in 1997, the Food Centre has served over 400 clients and assisted
with the development of 885 new products, helping to build on Saskatchewan’s global
reputation as a trusted supplier of safe, high-quality agriculture commodities and
value-added products.

Minister Bibeau Announces Reappointment to
the Canadian Dairy Commission
The Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food, the Honourable
Marie-Claude Bibeau, has announced the reappointment of
Serge Riendeau as chief executive officer of the Canadian Dairy
Commission (CDC) for a one year-term.
Riendeau was first appointed as CEO of the CDC in 2018.
During his tenure, he has made significant contributions to
the sector, including supporting the negotiations for the new
Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement and chairing the
Canadian Milk Supply Management Committee. Prior to his
appointment, he operated a dairy farm for over 40 years and
served 26 years on the board of directors at Agropur, Canada’s
largest dairy processor, including 15 years as president.
Riendeau is also an active supporter of charities for children
facing bullying and violence.

Serge Riendeau,
chief executive officer
of the Canadian Dairy
Commission (CDC)

British Columbia businesses are strengthening food
security and food safety by adopting new traceability
technology with funding from the governments of
Canada and B.C.
Traceability systems help build consumer confidence,
making it possible to track the movement of food
through production, processing and distribution. This
information can be used to protect public health by
limiting the spread of foodborne illness, strengthen brand
reputation and help businesses run more efficiently.
Cascadia Seaweed was founded in 2019 by Bill
Collins, Mike Williamson and Tony Ethier. Each
founder has a connection to the ocean — from
developing sonar systems for institutions around
the world, to commanding a Canadian navy base, to
degrees in ocean science.
Cascadia Seaweed has established four farms off of
Vancouver Island (two in Barkley Sound and two in

C l e a n

the Discovery Islands) where it grows different types of
seaweed, including sugar kelp (Saccharina latissima)
and winged kelp (Alaria marginata), while growing a
red algae or, dulse (Palmaria mollis), in 10 litre tanks
on land. Cascadia plans to offer more varieties as the
business continues to grow and evolve.
With more than 600 species available in B.C.,
seaweed is a versatile crop that can be used by
restaurants and food processors, and in products
such as livestock feed, pet food, cosmetics and
pharmaceuticals. Researchers are also using seaweed
to develop plastic alternatives.
B.C. seafood is known for its great taste and
sustainability. With more than 100 commercial fish,
shellfish and marine plants, companies like Cascadia
Seaweed are contributing to B.C.’s reputation by
adopting traceability technology.
Traceability programs are supported by the Canadian
Agricultural Partnership, a federal-provincial-territorial
initiative to strengthen and grow the agriculture,
agrifood and agri-based product sector.

The Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food, the Honourable Marie-Claude Bibeau, and the
Member of Parliament for Burnaby North–Seymour, Terry Beech, hosted a virtual event to
launch the novel technology streams of Canada’s Food Waste Reduction Challenge, an initiative
under the Food Policy for Canada.
Every year, over half of Canada’s food supply is wasted, and nearly $50 billion of that wasted
food is avoidable.
To help spark new ideas and engage diverse perspectives, the Government of Canada
launched the $20-million Food Waste Reduction Challenge in November 2020, calling for
innovators to deliver game-changing solutions to this long-standing and complex issue.
The challenge’s novel technology streams (Streams C and D) are now open for concept
applications with a closing date of August 31, 2021. Up to $6.5 million in prize funding will be awarded to innovators with novel technologies that
can extend the life of food or transform food that would otherwise be lost or wasted.
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anuary was a milestone for Klondike Cold Storage: the Surrey, B.C.-based company

announced that thanks to a new second facility, it now had over 250,000 square

feet of CFIA and HACCP certified freezer space, further developing the ability to

import, export and distribute food products across the world.

Not bad for a company celebrating just 10 years in business.
While Klondike’s first facility is strategically located near
the Trans-Canada Highway, a new South Surrey location has
excellent access to the Surrey and Delta sea ports — which
allows the company to perform container destuffing and
other freight services. “Plus, our 40 percent increase in storage
capabilities better serves our customers as food demand
overall grows,” says Klondike Vice-President Greg Aves.

from a traditional cold storage service to a third-party
distribution centre.
Klondike in 2017 expanded from 80,000 square feet and
10,000 pallet positions to 150,000 square feet and over
27,000 pallet positions (the new South Surrey location adds
another 20,000 pallet positions of freezer space).
Klondike’s equipment infrastructure provides versatility
to customers. Anything from fresh to frozen can be stored

Aves stresses that Klondike’s expansion wouldn’t have
been possible were it not for a dedicated staff. “We have 75
employees between the two locations, and that number
will increase to over 100 people by the end of summer,” he
says. “They’re the glue that holds this company together.”
Klondike’s history is a series of successes. It first opened
its doors in April of 2011, and a shift in management two
years later was accompanied by a shift of directives:
Klondike’s business grew exponentially as it transitioned

thanks to main freezer space (maintained at precisely -18C)
and blast freezer space (maintained at -35C). The company’s
docks are equipped with reefer plugs, which allows loading
and unloading of multiple containers at a time. Same day
cross-docking is also available, which reduces costs and the
time it takes for product to reach retailers.
All cold-chain logistical requirements are managed
through Klondike’s vast network of trucking partners;
alternatively, the company can coordinate with a client’s

Greg Aves,
vice-president,
Klondike Cold Storage

Frozen

Assets

Expansion at Klondike Cold Storage
means big growth opportunities
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Provincial Focus: BC

The new second facility, now has over 250,000 square
feet of CFIA and HACCP certified freezer space.

Klondike’s expansion wouldn’t have been possible were it
not for a dedicated staff. There is 75 employees between
the two locations, and that number will increase to over
100 people by the end of summer.

existing carrier to ensure that loads are delivered where
and when they need to be. Plus, a fully integrated and
EDI-capable warehouse management system enables
comprehensive inventory tracking.
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Aves points out that Klondike’s versatility stems from a
deep-seated desire to serve clients to the highest standards.
“We go the extra mile to satisfy them,” he says. “Other 3PL
companies work Monday to Friday and have limited
service, but we’re a 24/7 operation that is constantly thinking of how to help clients solve their challenges.”
Aves cites the height of the COVID-19 lockdowns as an
example of staff dedication. “During those months where
everyone was shuttered indoors and working anywhere
was viewed as a health threat, my team showed up daily
without fail so that suppliers could keep retail food shelves
stocked,” he says.
Aves adds that “We also functioned throughout the
worst of COVID-19 without incident, thanks to everyone
following strict sanitation and safety protocols. I can’t say
enough good things about my operations, administration
and customer service staff: I think of them as among the
unsung heroes of the pandemic.”
Aves is mindful of the current boom in everything related
to food products — and as such he is already contemplating
Klondike’s future evolution. “There’s still a lot ahead for us,
including physical expansion outside of B.C.,” he says. “Also,
as we grow, we are able to work more closely than ever with
local farmers and processors to accommodate their needs.
This is hugely important, since the buy local movement will
only become stronger in the post-pandemic economy.”
Klondike’s new South Surrey location is indeed cause for
celebration. “We worked hard to make this expansion
happen and we’re very excited about what it means to our
clients,” says Aves. “It’s a great way to start our second
decade of business.” WFP

Thriving
Innovation
By Ronda Payne

Sustainability, plant-based
foods and places for more
processors to grow their
businesses are key themes in
BC’s food processing sector

D

espite the myriad challenges in the
provincial food-supply that were revealed
as a result of COVID-19, BC’s food sector
stepped up to ensure provincial residents had
what they needed. Now, there is a greater awareness of the fragility of food security and the need
to support those who grow and make food within
the province. Food processors are taking advantage of what’s been learned and are working to

meet the demands of British Columbians.
The need to have more food products produced
within the province had been on the radar of BC’s
Agriculture, Food and Fisheries Minister, Lana
Popham even before she took office in 2017. The
ministry’s BC Food Hub Network will soon see a total
of 12 facilities to support local food processors.
“B.C.’s food and beverage processing has grown
significantly in the last year and we are working hard

Communities
benefit from the
regional food hubs
in Port Alberni
and Surrey.
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to build on that success,” Popham says.
“The BC Food Hub Network will support
B.C.’s food processing industry, creating
opportunities for farming and food
processing in communities all over the
province. Food Hubs help increase the
volume of food grown and processed

“Food Hubs will...
help increase the
volume of food grown
and processed locally;

The BC Food Hub Network
will support local food
processors at 12 facilities.

locally; create more demand for ingredients from local farmers; increase the
number of people employed locally by the
food industry; address food safety and
security issues; and build connections
within communities.”
Competitive tax rates, proven successstories and a hot-bed of technology are a
few other reasons
food processors
are choosing BC.
Additionally, the
BC government
has funded the
Supply-Chain
Resiliency Grant
Program with $6
million. BC Food James Donaldson, CEO,
and Beverage is BC Food and Beverage
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one recipient and will be
analyzing the food supplychain and developing a
guide outlining barriers
and solutions for the sector.
James Donaldson, CEO of BC Food and
Beverage reports there are about 3,000
processors in BC that make up the $10.5
billion industry. It’s an area where the
phrase “from soup to nuts” truly applies in
terms of what is being produced in BC.
“We’re seeing a real rise in the number
of start-ups and new entrants to the space
which is always exciting and introduces
innovative niche products to the market,”
says Donaldson. “Plant-based foods
continue to headline both new business

create more demand
for ingredients from
local farmers;
increase the number
of people employed
locally by the food
industry;
address food safety and
security issues;
and build connections
within communities.”
and category growth and one of the really
cool developments we’re seeing is the
emergence of seaweed and kelp.”

“My hope, for the future, coming out of the pandemic is
that consumers will no longer take for granted where
their food comes from and build a stronger appreciation
for the amazing products that are made here in BC.”

Cascadia Seaweed will launch
five products under the brand
Kove Ocean Foods.
Desiree Dupuis, vice-president
of sales and marketing,
Cascadia Seaweed

Cascadia Seaweed is in its infancy and
Desiree Dupuis, vice-president of sales and
marketing, says the company will launch
five products under the brand Kove Ocean
Foods. These include a seasoning, four
flavours of seaweed jerky, seaweed chips,
roasted seaweed snack sheets and a
dehydrated salad that rehydrates with
the included dressing. The seaweed is
cultivated off the coast of Vancouver Island
through a partnership with First Nations
communities.
“It’s very sustainable,” Dupuis says of
the crop. “We’re investing in our own
equipment and our own processing to do
this [manufacturing] ourselves for most of
our own products.”
The company has faced challenges
finding manufacturing partners which
isn’t uncommon for BC’s food processing
industry. Jasmine Byrne and her
mother Kimberly Chamberland run
Big Mountain Foods and Byrne
explains they’re in year two of a
significant expansion plan made
slightly easier because the company
is women-owned.
“Women-owned has allowed us
to land some big accounts,” she

says. “We recently moved into a 70,000
square foot facility. We just really want
to be one of the larger plant-based food
manufacturers in British Columbia.”

Jasmine Byrne and Kim Chamberland,
Big Mountain Foods. Big Mountain Foods
recently moved into a 70,000 square foot facility.

Doing the right thing and supporting those who supply
food go hand-in-hand. British Columbians are starting
to appreciate the food processing sector’s efforts.
Becoming a large-scale manufacturer
meant establishing a facility the business
could grow into as there had previously been
challenges finding the right production
opportunities. Byrne says there has been
a great deal of support from provincial
and federal governments as well as the
BC Food and Beverage Association.
“I feel like there’s a ton of innovation
that comes out of BC,” she says. “We
started this whole journey with winning
BC Product of the Year with the BC Food
and Beverage Association back in 2013.
That really gave us the confidence to start
growing the business.”
The family company has launched four
new veggie link products that give a range
of flavour options.
Not all thriving businesses are plantbased of course. Barry Glotman, president
and CEO of West Coast Reduction Ltd.
runs a fourth-generation family business
that supports numerous other businesses
by creating value from animal products

“In Canada, particularly in British Columbia,
we have mandates to produce low carbon
fuels,” he says, adding that, “environmentally it’s the right thing to do.”
Doing the right thing and supporting
those who supply food go hand-inhand. According to Donaldson, British
Columbians are starting to appreciate the

food processing sector’s efforts.
“My hope, for the future, coming out of
the pandemic is that consumers will
no longer take for granted where their
food comes from and build a stronger
appreciation for the amazing products
that are made here in BC,” he says.
British Columbia is home to a wealth of
unique food products and with support
from government, associations and the
province’s residents, food processors
will be able to thrive and bring innovation
to the table. WFP

West Coast Reduction Ltd. creates value from
animal products that would otherwise be waste.

that would otherwise be waste.
“We’re critical to the food and agricultural system if we want to have a sustainable food and agricultural system,” he
says. “We produce proteins and fats that
end up going back into agriculture, fertilizer, production of soaps and cosmetics.
At the end of the day, it allows our food
supply to be at a reasonable cost.”
This includes fats that go into feedstock
to support the production of biofuels.
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Commentary

By June Nicolay, president, managing director, DTEC

n a visit through a beverage
plant in Havana a few years
ago, I was quite impressed
with operations and protocols until
we reached the end of the line. Six
workers were scraping off the labels
that had just been affixed. I asked,
“Did you have a labeling challenge
today?” One of the workers replied,
“The labels are all crooked, so we
scrape them off and put new labels
on by hand.”
I asked how long they had been
doing that, and the reply was over two
years. No one cared that the workers
on the line had to do this every day
and no one had been brought in to fix
the machine.
This is an extreme example, but
through the years many plant and

Identifying and
Eliminating Waste
distribution warehouse
latent knowledge is mined
tours have offered many
and refined. To obtain the
examples of operational
straight-up truth and
waste that comes from
great practical ideas from
management naivety or
workers, there needs to
disregard.
be real respect for every
At DTEC when we impleteam member. Respect as
ment our Software Systems,
a basic Business Culture
it is our job to assist our
paves the way for transJune Nicolay,
clients to identify and
parency and open compresident, managing
overcome wasteful activi- director, DTEC
munication.
ties through employing
Leaders ask “How is
technology but also by implementing your shift going? What would help you
practices based on collective wisdom.
to do your job better?” People talk
about their challenges and share
ideas when they are valued. Useful
What is Collective
information gathering takes place
Wisdom?
It is the most valuable information when we observe, truly listen and when
resource, and it can be found in the minds we care about each other.
At DTEC we have a team comprising
of every team member at your business.
Wise decisions are made when this people between the ages of 22 to 65

years of age. We are male, female, and
come from diverse backgrounds.
Half of our team grew up in another
country and speak at least one more
language in addition to English. Our
longest-serving team member has
been with us for 21 years, our newest
arrived this month. This diversity is one
of our core strengths.
It never ceases to amaze me that
when we share challenges from the
field, the collective wisdom of this
diverse team finds the right solution
every time.
We are united as a team of professionals who share the common goal of
serving the most important supply
chain in the world – Our Food Supply
Chain! WFP
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Market Report: Beef

By Mike Yeo

he Canadian beef industry represents
the second largest single source of

farm cash receipts in Canada, with

cash receipts from cattle and calves totaling
around $9.4 billion annually for the last

five years (2015-2019). The $9.4 billion in

beef sales represent 16 per cent of total

farm cash receipts, which after processing

contribute an overall $18 billion to Canada’s
GDP annually.

Michael Young, president, Canada Beef

Canadian cattle farmers produce approximately 1.55
million tonnes of beef annually. In 2019, Canada’s beef
industry exported $3.1 billion (409,967 tonnes) of beef,
representing 41 per cent of domestic production. This was
a new record high for Canada in beef export value.
Canada’s domestic beef consumption was up 1.6 per
cent to 958,000 tonnes in 2019. Canadian consumers
purchase about 18 kilograms (retail weight) of beef per
person per year. Canada exports its beef to 62 countries
across the globe, with the United States being the largest
importer at 72 per cent.
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The 2016 Ag Census identified 60,000 farms in Canada
that derive more than half of their total income from beef
production, with 84,740 operators.
The meat processing sector has experienced its fair
share of ups-and-downs over the past couple of years.
Global supply reductions have helped to expand Canada’s
export opportunities while rising incomes throughout the
country’s population supported and drove domestic
demand in 2019.
When it comes to looking at some of the challenges that
could occur this year, COVID-19 is still one of the main obstacles
to overcome currently in the industry, as the irregularities
can be so extreme and varied from one day to the next.
COVID-19 shifted consumption away from foodservices,
created new opportunities in retail sales and in turn have
increased processors’ costs. Plant-based proteins have
increased competition — however, they still represent a
small proportion of overall protein demand.
“This past year has been about change, accountability
and adaptation as we entered a new decade and faced the
beginning of the COVID-19 global pandemic,” said Michael
Young, president of Canada Beef.
He added, “The impact has had a significant effect on
Canada Beef operations, programs and services in the
domestic and export marketplace. The Canada Beef team
responded quickly with an effective three-point plan of
action: Respond-Recover-Reset.”

This Plan foCuseD on five
sTRaTeGiC PRioRiTies:

1. Gather and interpret information and data to
resolve immediate issues.
2. Pivot Canada Beef programs to be resilient,
effective and relevant in the face of uncertainty
and change.
3. Keep stakeholders informed.
4. Create solutions to mitigate the impact and adapt
to the emerging new normal.
5. Plan for the post-COVID-19 environment.
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Canada Beef has also come up with a
five-point strategic marketing plan in order
to bolster its position in the global beef
market. Working within the existing
business plan and budget, Canada Beef
has refined its strategy and will be focusing
on the following strategic points:
1. Promote the product to increase
the awareness of Canadian beef
brands, improve competitive
position, and expand volume,
value and market share.

2. Enable premium quality Canadian
beef brands and co-branded
programs to build on the
Canadian beef brand platform.
3. Focus on both functional and
emotional attributes to
differentiate Canadian beef in
the marketplace.
4. Improve competitive position
through technical marketing
resources, yield and financial
performance benchmarking.

5. Invest in market development
programs and services that
deliver measurable results and
return on investment back to
funding partners.

While the past year has been challenging on several fronts, Canada Beef did
manage to end the year on some solid
ground, with a clear path set out to achieve
the goals and objectives identified in their
National Beef Strategy.
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During a productive annual general
meeting of the Canadian Cattlemen’s
Association, the ACEB discussed the beef
industry’s priorities for the coming year,
including a focus on maintaining full business continuity amid COVID-19, changes to
corporate risk management programs,
ensuring beef is viewed as a nutritious, sustainable and safe protein choice, changing
the conversation about cattle from a perspective environment and improving
access to international trade markets.
In a recent move, which is expected to
provide around $95 million in additional
farm support per year, Canada’s ag
ministers have agreed to remove the MRL
(reference margin limit) from the AgriStability farm income stabilization program.
“ACEB is pleased that at the time of our
AGM, Federal-Provincial-Territorial (FPT)
Ministers agreed
to remove the
Reference Margin
Limit (MRL) under
the AgriStability
program. This is
a long-standing
recommendation
of ACEB and a key
request that we Bob Lowe,
have made to president, ACEB
governments over the past few years,”
said Bob Lowe, president of ACEB.
Eliminating the MRL will go a long way
in making AgriStability more predictable
and in bringing fairness to the Canadian
beef industry.
“That’s it! The ‘reference margin limit’ of
the #AgriStability program is over! And it

Canadian Beef producers together with the federal
government have been working endlessly to restore
the industry’s clean image.
will be retroactive to 2020!” federal Agriculture Minister Marie-Claude Bibeau wrote
March 25th on Facebook following a virtual
meeting between her and her provincial
and territorial counterparts.
“That’s about $95 million more per year
for [Canadian] farmers who will suffer
significant losses for reasons beyond their
control.” Bibeau added in her post.

Food Safety

By Carolyn Camilleri

After a long, expensive and tiring battle,
Canadian beef producers are finally able
put the mad cow era behind them, the federal agriculture minister said Thursday after
an international animal-health watchdog
gave the industry a long-awaited all-clear.
The Paris-based World Organization
for Animal Health finalized a vote to
approve Canada’s bid for the “negligible

A strong food
safety culture
and top-quality
supplies and
equipment can
reduce the
risk of crosscontamination

Protecting
Honourable Marie-Claude Bibeau,
Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food

risk” designation — the most favourable
category, which requires proof of extensive
control and surveillance measures, as well
as at least 11 years since the birth of the last
infected animal.
Canadian Beef producers together with
the federal government have been working
endlessly to restore the industry’s clean
image ever since the first domestic case of
bovine spongiform encephalopathy was
detected in Canada in 2003.
The Canadian Cattlemen’s Association
estimated the losses at upwards of $5
billion over the following three years.
The impact of mad cow disease on the
beef market has been resonating ever
since, due to the increased cost of additional
processing measures and the persistent
chill on export markets that has persisted
for nearly 20 years.
The end of BSE, coupled with the
removal of the MRL and an overall increase
in global demand for beef products, has
paved the way for the Canadian Beef
industry to expand its position in the global
beef market. WFP
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Consumers
and Your Business

C

ross-contamination is a serious issue for food
processors and can result in shutdowns, loss of
product, and harm to consumer health, not to
mention damage to a company’s reputation.
Denis Gagnon, CEO, and Alan Wosky, president, who
provided comments jointly for Belt Technologies, point to
the estimated 11 and 13 million episodes of foodborne
illness each year in Canada.1

“With widespread coronavirus concerns and a slew
of contamination incidents reported in recent months,2
there is a stronger demand than ever for safer, more
hygienic practices throughout Western Canada and the
food industry as a whole,” say Gagnon and Wosky.
Amit M. Kheradia, education and technical support
manager at Remco Products, says controlling crosscontamination within a food processing facility is basically
about maintaining sanitary conditions.
“That means ensuring hygiene, sanitation, and material
handling requirements are adequate for producing safe

and quality food products,” he says. “The recent Safe Food
for Canadians Regulations and global food safety standards
greatly emphasize on a HACCP-based preventive-controls
approach for keeping at least the pathogens, allergens,
and foreign materials at bay, by either preventing or
significantly minimizing their presence in the environment
to safe and acceptable levels.”
Because anything less than “safe and acceptable” is a
big problem.
“Cross-contamination needs to be avoided because once
it happens, there is not much that can be done to reduce the
hazard and fix the problem,” says Paul Medeiros, managing
director, consulting and technical services, North America
for NSF, a leading auditing, training, and consulting
organization that works with clients along the supply chain
to help them reduce cross-contamination risks, improve
food-safety levels, and protect their customers and brand.
Prevention really is the only way to avoid an expensive
and potentially dangerous problem.
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Get Your Checklists Ready

Medeiros says cross-contamination happens via one of
three routes: people to food, equipment to food, and
food to food.
“Controls need to be implemented for each type of
cross-contamination route,” he says. “Those controls start
right at facility design and construction. For example, are
there sufficient hand sinks located in accessible areas to
employees? Is equipment designed and located in a manner
that promotes adequate cleaning and sanitizing? Are people
and product flows conducive to avoiding crosscontamination? Where required, are interventions
such as foot baths or foot foams installed?”
Operational controls are the day-to-day procedures
to avoid cross-contamination, including procedures
related to food storage, handwashing, and sanitation, and they are tricky because they rely on people
to execute them.
“For this reason, the controls need to be simplified,
trained, and monitored rigorously,” says Medeiros.
Paul Medeiros,
“Efforts to develop a strong food safety culture are
managing director,
essential in ensuring daily and sustained adherence to
consulting and
operation controls that prevent cross-contamination.”
technical services,
Checklists are an important tool in achieving and
North America, NSF
maintaining food safety and quality standards, and
they serve as a training and continuous-improvement
tool and record of activity.
“Checklists also collect meaningful information to
drive immediate action — to stop or prevent a problem
— and to drive continuous improvement,” he says. “The
appearance of a food safety checklist depends largely on
how it will be used — and by whom.”
Checklist considerations start with a food safety checklist that reflects your standards or requirements.
“It can help you to see how well you are adhering to your
established requirements, programs, and policies,” says
Medeiros.
Supplier food safety checklists are used when approving
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new suppliers or monitoring existing suppliers for compliance to food safety protocols.
“Typically, these checklists seek information as to
whether a supplier has the requisite GMP, allergen, and
HACCP programs in place,” says Medeiros. “For many
suppliers, certification to a GFSI or similar type of food safety
management system is required. If you’re an Importer of
Record, there are additional requirements under the Safe
Foods For Canadians Act that would be included.”
A common challenge facing companies is the management of supplier checklists and other supplier-related food
safety records. It is now commonplace for companies to
use software to house, track, and manage this information.
“While the software helps, it doesn’t eliminate the
human element,” says Medeiros. “Time will still need to be
allocated for following up with suppliers and ensuring the
data they provide is compliant, complete, and current.”
Facility food safety checklists are for self-monitoring
and, like supplier checklists, should reflect your food safety
program, says Medeiros. He lists several checklists under
the “facility” heading, including pre-operational checklists to
verify that sanitation and other activities were adequately
carried out prior to starting production and personal
hygiene checklists to verify that personnel are following
daily hygiene requirements (such as uniforms, cleanliness,
handwashing) and that equipment such as hand sinks are
fully stocked and operational.

“Internal audit checklists are perhaps
the most critical of checklists, as they
are designed to put your food safety
program to the test: to collect unbiased
information from a variety of sources.”
“Internal audit checklists are perhaps the most critical of
checklists, as they are designed to put your food safety
program to the test: to collect unbiased information from a
variety of sources — observation, records, interviews — in
order to see which of your programs are not working as
well as they should be,” says Medeiros.
Unlike most other food safety checklists that can be (and
should be) carried out by the operations teams, internal
audits must be conducted by independent personnel.

reinforce the right employee behaviours; however, checklists cannot capture every nuance nor address every risk,”
he says. “Additionally, without a strong food safety culture,
there is less internal motivation to follow checklists correctly and to identify those unforeseen risks that emerge
beyond the checklist.”
And those unforeseen risks cause the greatest threat.

Tools and Equipment

Ultra-Hygiene
Squeegee options
and Ultra-Safe
Technology
brushes are
examples of
hygienically
designed
equipment
from Remco.

“This is often handled by an organization’s QA department, but in smaller companies, it could mean an employee from another department or a third party,” he says.
Medeiros adds that food safety checklists should possess
key elements that enable them to be used effectively and
to avoid problems — like outdated checklists.
“Electronic checklist systems eliminate many of the
issues associated with paper checklists and make corrective action and analysis much easier,” he says.

“Without a strong food safety culture,
there is less internal motivation to
follow checklists correctly and to
identify those unforeseen risks that
emerge beyond the checklist.”
If you do use paper check lists, he suggests using a larger
font to increase visibility and keep the lists to one page —
legal size as needed. Avoid “busy” checklists by keeping the
wording simple and put explanations of key terms and further
instructions on the back for easy reference. Include standard
document controls elements such as date, time, person who
completed it, person who verified it, revision number, checklist name, and file location. Electronic versions should be
password protected to avoid unauthorized changes.
A crucial point Medeiros makes about checklists is that
while they can foster the development of a strong food
safety culture, they are not a substitute for that culture.
“The use of checklists can create habits and serve to
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Having the right tools and equipment goes a
long way in meeting and maintaining food safety
standards.
“For over a century and counting, Remco and
Vikan together, have been providing world-class
tools and solutions for a hygiene-sensitive environment and to assist end-users in effectively managing
food safety risks arising from biological, chemical, and
physical hazards encountered at their sites,” says Kheradia.
Key products and services from Remco include highquality FDA and Canadian-regulations compliant tools,
with technical specifications and declarations of compliance where required, and available in 12 colours for easy
identification across zones: brushes, brooms, squeegees,
scrapers, hoes, shovels, tubs etc. Hygienically designed
equipment — Ultra-Safe Technology brushes,
Ultra-Hygiene squeegee options, Hi-Flex Wall Bracket
ranges and one-piece constructions scoops and shovels — have a
more accessible, cleanable and
inspectable tool construction for
use in high-risk environments
where tools as vectors of contamination are a big issue. Remco
also features durable tools for wet
and dry use and that can withstand temperature, chemical, or
Amit Kheradia, education and
mechanical stresses.
technical support manager,
“Our collaborative network of Remco Products
operations, sales, customer service,
marketing and support team members excel in providing a
comprehensive tool management solution on providing
selection, usage, cleaning, storage, maintenance and
replacement guidance and recommendations to our
end-users,” says Kheradia.
Belt Technologies Inc has been using sophisticated
technology and innovative processes to produce metal
conveyor belts, metal timing belts, and pulleys for new
and existing conveyor systems for a range of industries,
including food processing, more than 50 years.
“We work directly with our customer’s design engineer
to build customized solutions for streamlining automation, material moving and quality sorting systems,” say
Gagnon and Wosky.
Belt Technologies has a hygienic solution for food
processors: solid stainless-steel belts and conveyor systems.
“Conveyor belts are an essential part of food processing —
long, complex systems that move lots of product with speed
and efficiency,” say Gagnon and Wosky. “Keeping them clean
is a top priority of food processors, as contamination can

FOOD SAFETY
IN ACTION

Belt Technologies
notes that stainless
steel conveyor systems
provide hygienic
surfaces that are
more sanitary.

Denis Gagnon, CEO, and
Alan Wosky, president,
Belt Technologies

move at great speed before being detected.
For that reason, among others, stainless steel
has become the finish of choice for conveyor
belts in the food industry.”
Stainless steel metal conveyor belts are
hygienically superior to other belts for the
cooking, freezing and handling of edible
products. By contrast, wire, mesh, fabric or
rubber conveyor belts can represent a needless
risk to product quality and consumer health,
they say, especially when such materials
age and fray, generating particulates, or when
pits, divots, and cracks form where chemicals,
allergens, and contagions can fester. They can
also emit fumes, affecting food flavour.
“Solid stainless steel conveyor systems
provide hygienic surfaces that are more
sanitary and do not affect food quality,”
says Gagnon and Wosky. “Metal conveyor
belts do not require lubrication and do not
outgas, so there is no risk to product
flavour. Their solid, non-porous surface is
resistant to bacteria, providing an overall
cleaner surface area for transporting edible
materials. They are also much easier to
clean and sanitize.
Additionally, metal belts are resistant to
high temperatures and corrosion, easily
cleaned with chlorine, high-pressure steam
or most other washing methods, and can
handle extreme temperatures, making
them ideal to use in cooking or freezing
processes. WFP

B.C.-based Comensoli foods inc.
is a dedicated gluten-free facility —
nothing they produce contains
gluten, ever. Their gluten-free vegan
products are run on a dedicated
vegan line, scheduled accordingly to
prevent cross-contamination with
non-vegan ingredients.
“We do not run two lines at once
and ssoPs [standard sanitation
operating Procedures] are done
daily and verified by Qa,” says
Crystal eskildsen, Qa manager for
Comensoli foods.
Comensoli foods is also organiccertified and follows the same
procedures to ensure organic
ingredients are kept separate from
non-organic ingredients.
“The safe Quality food program,
a division of the food Marketing
institute, is recognized by retailers
and foodservice providers around
the world as a rigorous, credible
food safety management system,”
says eskildsen. “it is the only
major system recognized by the
Global food safety initiative that
offers third-party accredited certification for primary production, food
manufacturing, distribution, and
agent/broker management.”
for products entering the facility,
Comensoli foods conducts gluten
testing as well as aTP swabbing to
ensure proper sanitization.
“We have corrective action
procedures in place in the event
that a test or swab comes back
positive for gluten or fail for sanitation,” says eskildsen. “Most of
our corrective actions would be
re-cleaning and documenting/
recording that the work has been
done and verified by Qa.”
eskildsen recommends other
food processors have a food safety
system that is at least haCCP certified and audited at least annually
to ensure procedures and policies
are in place that are being audited
by a third party.

1 https://www.cpha.ca/foodborne-illnesses-what-causes-food-poisoning#:~:text=Many%20cases%20of%20foodborne%20illness,by%20foodborne%20bacteria%20every%20year.
2 https://inspection.canada.ca/food-recall-warnings-and-allergy-alerts/eng/1351519587174/1351519588221
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By Amit M Kheradia, education and technical support manager, Remco

Commentary

Colour-Coding
as a Preventive Control

A

How Can Total-Colour Tools Minimize Cross-Contamination

bout one in three food recalls in North America can be attributed to poor hygiene,
sanitation, and material handling practices in the food manufacturing industry. As
a key preventive strategy, colour-coding (of zones, equipment, utensils, tools, etc)
is an effective contamination-control measure that is simple to implement and maintain.

Strengthening Tool Management Programs

Benefits of a
Colour-Coded Tool
Management system

Maintaining sanitary conditions at a plant is a requirement for producing safe and quality
food, both from a regulatory standpoint and from a food safety standards perspective.
However, sanitation and food handling tools are often overlooked as vectors of contamination. Just last year, the FDA issued a warning letter to a
manufacturing facility on a critical violation where a dirty
broom from the wet-cooler passageway spread Listeria
to the ready-to-eat food production room. A tool
management program with colours assigned to tools
based on a robust environmental monitoring program
could have easily prevented that non-conformance.

• Controls cross-contamination of
food by environmental (biological,
chemical, or physical) agents.

Improving Hygienic Zone

• acts as a simple and effective
method for meeting or exceeding
regulatory inspections and
audit standard expectations.

The same risk-based principle can be applied to
hygienic zones to control food safety hazards like
pathogens, foreign material contamination, and
undeclared allergens that are responsible for a significant portion of foodborne illnesses and audit violations
globally. For example, red tubs and paddles can be used
in low-risk areas where raw ingredients are handled and
blue tools can be used in high-risk processing zones. This
provides an easy visual cue to employees and prevents
low-risk tools from being used in high-risk areas and
spreading contamination. Colour-coded zoning also works
toward allergen control. For instance, a different colour can be used for identifying scoops or
brushes that are used with unique allergens to prevent allergen cross-contact incidents.

Colour-Coding Tips

There are numerous benefits to developing, implementing, and maintaining a colourcoded tool management system. Remember that colour-coding should be kept simple.
Use total-colour tools and use one colour per risk zone. Restrict
the program to three-five colours, as any more might confuse
employees. Use contrasting colours to help identify any potential
foreign material contamination. For instance, dairy products
shouldn’t use yellow or white tools. Most importantly, employees
must be educated, trained, and refreshed on the colour-coding
scheme and how it helps promote food safety. WFP

Amit M Kheradia,
education and technical
support manager, Remco

• aids in environmental monitoring
of various zones, making it a
useful method of effective
contaminiation control.
• Tools and their locations are
easily identifiable by employees
and can be inventoried by
management.

• Provides visusal cue on process
states i.e. high-rish versus lowrisk production zones.

• overcomes the language barrier
during training as colours are
universally recognized.
• supports 5s workplace
management systems.

• improves hygienic zoning
standards within food
establishments.

• Promotes a way of streamlining
holistic tool management
programs on selection, use,
cleaning, storage, maintenance,
and replacement activities.
For more information download
our colour coding toolkit at
https://remcoproducts.com/toolkit/

Remco can assist sites with implementing or updating colour-coded tool management plans. For more information
about our tools and solutions, contact us at cs@remcoproducts.com or schedule a site visit with one of our qualified
sales representatives using the link: https://remcoproducts.com/contact/#site-visit.
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proper materials and open frame construction,” says Sowa. “Supplemental
design features like cantilever frames,
belt lifts and automated tensioners all
allow better access to the belt and frame
for clean-up. As always executing the
build with quality construction and welding techniques is also critical.”
Within the baking industry, flour hoppers
are used for loading, unloading or storage
of flour. Baking turnkey systems are conveyors that work to load and carry product
trays. Box loaders place finished products
into boxes and move the boxes forward in
continuous motion. Settling conveyors help
to settle loose food items for packaging.
Tray closer conveyors work with snap and
bar locking containers.
The company is particularly known for
their high-speed vibratory feeders for products like gem donuts. “The use of a vibratory feed system offers a very flexible
approach to handling a wide variety of
product types,” says Sowa. “The magnetic

Equipment: Conveyours
By Karen Barr

Continual
Motion
I

f compared to human anatomy,
conveyors are like the blood stream
moving material around to where it is
needed and when. They are, in other
words, the essential component to
making a complex factory with multiple
work stations work smoothly and efficiently,
helping to minimize labour and increase
production.
In food processing, the wide range
of materials any
conveying system
may be handling
has meant there is
a lot more customization than
other industries and a far greater
variety of conveyors used.
UniTrak, in Port Hope, Ontario
is an expert in conveying difficult
materials such as abrasive, dusty,
The TipTrak bucket elevator from
UniTrak provides the gentlest handling,
least spillage, lowest maintenance
and quietest operation of any bucket
conveyor system.
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Conveyors In
Food Processing

friable, non-free flowing or sticky. For example, gummy bears tend to stick, due to the
presence of moisture and static charges. This
can cause downtime and lost throughput.
UniTrak equipment can be customerized
with options to reduce the losses associated
with conveying sticky materials.
The UniTrak TipTrak bucket conveyor can
be outfitted with electrically conductive
buckets to dissipate static charge build
up or equipped with a bucket knocker to
effectively discharge sticky and gummy
materials.
The TipTrak bucket elevator has been
the No.1 choice for food and chemical
processing companies to elevate their
value added powders and bulk products
for nearly 50 years. It provides the
gentlest handling, least spillage, lowest
maintenance and quietest operation of
any bucket conveyor system. There a
no moving parts
in the rubber
beltchain to
stretch or wear
out. After the

The Clean-In-Place accessory for AquaPruf
conveyors by Dorner has spray nozzles
placed on the interior or exterior
of the conveyor, which cleans
the top and bottom
simultaneously.

initial setup, the chain never needs tensioning or adjusting.
Food safety is a high priority and conveyors must be manufactured to achieve strict
hygiene and easy sanitization while often
functioning on a continual basis.
Maintaining sanitation in hard-to-access
areas, such as underneath the belt, can be

a time-consuming challenge. Dorner
(based in Hartland, Wisconsin) has a
perfect solution with its Clean-In-Place
(CIP) accessory add-on for AquaPruf
conveyors. The CIP has spray nozzles
placed on the interior or exterior of the
conveyor, which allows cleaning both
the top and bottom surfaces of the belt
simultaneously without additional labour.
For modular plastic chain belts the CIP
nozzle forces water and debris through the
open hinges. Dorner’s AquaPruf conveyor
design including belt lifters, frame
cut-outs and tip-up tails allow access to
the inside of the conveyor for cleaning.
The CIP is constructed with fully wielded, stainless steel tubing to prevent potential harmful bacteria and other biological
hazards. The CIP accessory can also be
used for cooling or rinsing products such
as fruit or vegetables.
With years of experience in designing
and manufacturing industry specific
conveyor systems, Air Draulic Engineering
(ADE), in Randolph, Massachusetts, develop
professionally designed conveyor systems

Air Draulic Engineering’s English Muffin Autoloader is specifically designed to package English
muffins and can pack 60 boxes in a minute.

for bakery, dairy and meat processing
plants. “Everything is designed to the
needs of the customer, we don’t just stick
to a catalogue,” says Fred Sowa, sales
manager at ADE.
ADE conveyors have been fabricated
using superior grade stainless steel material,
offering years of service even with continuous exposure to water and other cleaning
solutions. They are corrosion resistant and
can withstand dusty and wet industrial
environments.
“The key to providing sanitary and easy
to clean conveyance is by designing using

drive provides the ability to dial in the proper amount of energy for a custom pan
design to move your product. The profile of
the pan can then assist to align and orient
the product as needed. The required capacity of an application can be addressed by
adjusting the width and length of the pan.
The one-piece stainless steel construction
of the pan is sanitary and easy to clean.”
Some specialized food conveyors at Air
Draulic Engineering include the English
Muffin Autoloader specifically designed to
package English muffins. It can pack 60
boxes in a minute.
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How important are variable speed
conveyors? “The ability to vary the speed
of any conveyance system is required to
adjust for the overall capacity or throughput of a system,” says Sowa. “Typically,
today’s operations are non-synchronous, so
often adjustments to the speed of the conveyor are essential.”
Cablevey Conveyors in Oskaloosa, Iowa,
sell tubular drag conveyors systems. The
cable and tube conveyors move material
and product blends in a dust and contamination free environment. This technology
features the combination of conveyance
tubes with cables and discs attached at set
intervals within the tubes. “This results in
food products being moved in a gentle
way, with minimum stress and friction,”
says Karl Seidel, director of marketing.
Think coffee, snack foods, barley and grains
for breweries, breakfast cereals, beans,
hemp, frozen foods, specialty grains, seeds,
and processed foods.
Tubular drag technology is highly customizable for a company’s needs and plant
configuration. “We found that 45-degree
angles would incorporate materials. So, we
had to change designs from 45-degree
angles to 75 degrees or even 90 degrees to

LO R E N Z M A N U FA C T U R E S C O M P O N E N T S
F O R E V E R Y S TA G E O F YO U R C O N V E Y S Y S T E M

ONE STOP SHOP
Elbows
Cyclone
Cablevey Conveyors sell tubular drag conveyor systems feature technology that combines the
conveyance tubes with cables and disc attached at set intervals within the tubes.

eliminate this and encourage free flow,”
says Seidel. “We became hyper aware that
any nut, bolt or screw that intercepted with
the material. Our mandate became to place
these on the outside of the conveyors.”
Stainless steel metal conveyor belts are
hygienically superior to other belts for the
cooking, freezing and handling of edible
products. By contrast, wire, mesh, fabric or
rubber conveyor belts can represent a
needless risk to product quality and con-

sumer health, they say, especially when
such materials age and fray, generating
particulates, or when pits, divots, and
cracks form where chemicals, allergens,
and contagions can fester. They can also
emit fumes, affecting food flavour.
As food processing becomes more automated over the years to come, conveyors
play a key role in making this possible as
manufactures innovate to find solutions to
the unique challenges of the industry. WFP
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Slide Gate

The 2021 Ford Transit and
Big (and not so big)
Transit Connect Solutions for your Business

A

s a business owner, you know there’s no such thing as a
day off. That’s why you need tools you can rely on
to get the job done — day in and day out. With the
Ford Transit and Transit Connect family, we’ve created tough,
dependable cargo, crew, and passenger vans that are
completely customizable to suit the needs of your business.

Big Thinking for your Business

When it comes to your unique business, we know that one
size doesn’t fit all. With the 2021 Ford Transit, you have the
option to choose from three different body lengths, three roof
heights, two engines,
and two wheelbases.
This versatility gives
you multiple ways to
configure your Transit
to fit the needs of
your business. The
Transit cargo van
offers a payload range
of 3,550 lbs.(1,610 kg)
to up to 4,550 lbs.(2,063 kg)*. A power-sliding door feature is
available on medium and high-roof cargo van models to make
it easy to access your payload. The Transit is also available
with All-Wheel-Drive capability, and Ford Co-Pilot360™^
— a comprehensive suite of advanced driver-assist technologies.
So, when you need to get to work, you can be confident your
Transit will get you there.
Coming soon, we’re ready to lead your business into the
future with the 2022 Ford E-Transit. This all-electric work
van features 3,880 lbs.* of maximum available payload, plus
available innovative features like Pro Power Onboard™ — 2.4
kW of exportable power that gives you the ability to power up
your tools on the job or on the go.

Built Small and Smart

Need a more compact solution for your business? The 2021
Ford Transit Connect offers versatile cargo and passenger
configurations and is well-designed for custom upfitting.
Despite its smaller size, the Transit Connect provides a maximum
145.8 cu.ft. (4,129 litres) of storage** and max. payload of
1,610 lbs. (730 kg) *. We’ve also loaded it with available smart

technology like voice-activated SYNC®3 with Apple CarPlay™
and Android Auto™ Compatibility†, plus Ford Co-Pilot360™^
— a suite of advanced driver-assist technologies, to help you
stay productive and confident when you’re behind the wheel.

We’ve Got Your Back

When you own a business, it’s nice to know that you have
support when you need it. Our large national network of Ford
dealers means that help is always close by. So whether you’re
looking for sales, service, or access to our extensive network of
custom upfitters, we’re here to help your business succeed.
With a full suite of services, expertise, and flexible configurations, Ford makes it easy to upfit and customize your vehicle to
create a mobile space that is an exact fit for you. No matter the
size of your business, the right-sized solution can be found in
the 2021 Ford Transit and Transit Connect family of vans. WFP

Legal
* When properly equipped.
^ Ford Co-Pilot360 Technology features are supplemental and do not replace the driver’s attention, judgment and need to control the vehicle.
**Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and weight distribution.
† Available feature. Don’t drive while distracted. Use voice-operated systems when possible; don’t use handheld devices while driving. Requires phone with compatible version of Apple iOS or
Android Auto, and active data service. SYNC does not control CarPlay or Android Auto while in use. Apple and Google are solely responsible for their functionality. Message and data rates may
apply. Apple and Apple CarPlay™ are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android, Andorid Auto, Google are trademarks of Google LLC.
©2021 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.
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Ingredients
By Frank Yeo

Plant-based products
are being embraced by
consumers as never before!

Protein
Powders and
Concentrates

T

his explosion of interest has spurred on the development of new technologies and

processes focused on protein concentrates, which act as meat, fish, egg and dairy

substitutes, considered by many to be healthier alternatives to the actual product.

“For example,” says Keith Funsch, sales director for
separation equipment at GEA, one of the world’s largest
systems suppliers for the food, beverage and pharmaceutical sectors, “we are seeing extracted protein concentrates used in plant-based beverages, like oat milk, as
well as in areas of sports nutrition. They are also being
used in plant-based meat alternatives like veggie burgers, which are becoming more and more a part of everyday diets. To some extent, this is due to the perceived
impact that animal protein production is having on the
environment, specifically the increase in greenhouse
gases and, in turn, their effect on global warming.”
Proteins, says Funsch, are extracted from crops like
peas, chickpeas, and mung beans, which are pulses, and

hemp, algae and alfalfa, which are leaf-type plants.
“They can also be extracted from co-products produced
during oil extraction. An example would be rapeseed or
sunflower oil where the pressed product still contains
valuable protein. Each type of raw materials has its own
unique challenges.”
In Western Canada, Manitoba and Saskatchewan have
taken the lead in developing protein extraction technologies and facilities with massive investments by Roquette
and Merit Functional Foods, specifically focused on pea
protein. Roquette’s $600 million new plant gave a
huge boost to the industry followed by Merit Functional
Foods which has now opened its 94,000 square foot
plant-based protein facility in Winnipeg.
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For example, in addition to the extracted protein, manufacturers
are also producing starch and fibre. “These co-products,” says
Funsch, “also need to be high quality so that they can be sold
at top dollar. Much of the equipment we manufacture and
design maximizes recovery and purity of co-products, while at the
same time reducing water and energy requirements. This is key in
making the industry more sustainable.”
Protein concentrates are being widely used by food processors
such as Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods or, closer to home,
companies like Edmonton-based Good Stock Foods which operate
a federally inspected plant producing a plant-based cheese
substitute called Prairie Melt. Co-owner Brian Robinson, says
Prairie Melt uses plant-based protein concentrates to create a
Merit Functional Foods opened a 94,000 square foot plant-based facility in Winnipeg.

The governments of Canada and Manitoba have embraced the influx of plantbased processors with initiatives such as
the Canadian Agricultural Partnership
program in which they have invested $2.5
million of cost shared funding to support
Merit Functional Food’s new state-of-theart plant protein facility. This is part of a
new Protein Research Strategy with the
University of Manitoba receiving $100 000
for the establishment of a Research chair
to advance the Manitoba Protein Advantage strategy.

Roquette has also gone into a partnership
with Prairie Fava, and Protein Industry Canada
to unveil plans for a $19.2 million investment
into a research and development project
that will examine nutrition and processing
challenges in the prairies and explore the
idea of blended pea-fava protein products.
The new research and development
project will create new knowledge and
technology, generate additional processes, improve efficiencies and lead to more
ingredients and products for the plantbased protein market.
Roquette’s $600 million new plant gave a huge boost to the industry.

superior texture and flavour, making “it extremely versatile in
many cheese dishes including burgers, pizza, pasta, nacho chips,
sandwiches, quesadillas and so much more.”
But using plant-based substitutes comes with challenges and
the quality of the protein concentrate plays a big role.
“When measuring a protein’s quality,” says Funsch, “taste and
functional properties are the key features manufacturers are
looking for. At the same time, they want a protein that can be
used in their final product without adding much taste or colour
since that would add
another layer of
complexity to their
final formulations.”

Prairie Melt from Good Stock
Foods uses plant-based protein
concentrates to create a superior
texture and flavour.

GEA works with manufacturers to pilot test processes under
real conditions, which can be conducted at their Process Test Center in Germany or at a customer’s location. Testing identifies the
machines and peripheral equipment required to achieve the
desired “final” protein product. “In North America we have a fleet
46 WFP
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of over 50 centrifuges
available for use by
customers. Additionally, we offer pilot sized
decanter centrifuges
and disk stack machines
that customers can purchase for use in both corporate
and academic settings.”
GEA offers the widest range of centrifuges designed specifically for protein
separation — from high speed decanter
centrifuges, to oil separators and highspeed disk machines, both nozzle and tradi-

The high-speed decanter centrifuges from
GEA can provide a G-force of well
over 4,000 times gravity.

GEA offers the
widest range of
centrifuges design
specifically for
protein separation.

tional. “With that type of portfolio and hundreds of machines of each type installed, we
can match the separation solution to the
process and project,” says Funsch.
GEA’s high-speed decanter centrifuges
can provide a G-force of well over 4,000
times gravity and their self-cleaning disk
separators run at nearly 20,000 times gravity. While G-force is often a focus, other
variables like residence time and machine
geometry are major factors that impact
separation performance. Features like the
GEA Varipond on their decanter centrifuges allow manufacturers to increase
the residence time and liquid depth on the
equipment. In fact, Varipond allows customers to track and trend pond depth and
flow rates automatically, eliminating the
need for manual adjustment by operators.

Certification

By Kathy Kerr

Tapping into a
Growing Market
T

Organic and Gluten-free market expanding

Sanitary design is another GEA specialty. This is a critical issue for manufacturers
in terms of cross-contamination between
products as well as product recall issues.
With an estimated compound annual
growth rate of 11 per cent over the next
five years, the market for protein concentrates is rapidly expanding. Manufacturers
are constantly looking for the next “hot”
protein that can be used to make new
products or improve older ones. For example, raw materials such as press cake from
oil seeds, leaf proteins, non-GMO soy, as
well as various pulses are getting more
attention as vegetable protein sources.
As the quality of these protein concentrates improve, expect to see plant-based
products continue their explosive growth
with more consumers embracing them as
good or even better than the products
they replace. WFP
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here is market opportunity for processors looking
to tap into the growing markets for organic and
gluten-free food.
But it takes official certification, requiring supply chain
traceability, detailed paperwork, specified procedures and
a management plan to back up label claims.
About 66 per cent of shoppers report buying organic
products weekly, according to a Leger survey done for the
Canada Organic Trade Association (COTA). The Canadian
organic food and non-food market is growing at more than
eight per cent per year.
The gluten-free market is growing at about six to eight
per cent, says Melissa Secord, national executive director
of the Canadian Celiac Association. She says it’s estimated
that two million Canadians require gluten-free products
because of Celiac or other gluten-sensitive conditions.
Organic and gluten-free label claims are both regulated
by the federal government. And shoppers are reading
those labels.
“We do an annual survey on consumer perception with
over 1,000 participants. The third most trusted claim, after
‘Canadian’ and ‘local’ is ‘organic’,” says Tia Loftsgard, executive director of COTA.
Organic food claims are regulated by the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA). Products that cross provincial

COTA notes that for consumers the third
most trusted claim is organic.
Tia Loftsgard, executive director, COTA

borders or are exported must meet CFIA organic standards
to use the word ‘organic’ on their labels.
Processors must be certified by a government-approved
body, listed on the CFIA website, to ensure their suppliers,
processes, packaging and labels meet standards.
In broad strokes, organic products are synthetic pesticide
and herbicide-free, non GMO, and organic farming practices
must promote biodiversity and animal health and welfare.
COTA 2019 figures show 1,115 organic food processors in
Canada. Of those 225 were in B.C., 55 in Alberta, 35 in
Saskatchewan and 30 in Manitoba.
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There are two labelling options for organic claims. Products
which contain more than 95 per cent organic ingredients can use
the Canada organic logo on their label. Those with between 75
and 95 per cent can’t use the logo but they can claim the percentage of organic ingredients and outline which ingredients are
organic on the ingredient panel, says Loftsgard.
She recommends processors seeking organic certification
review the various options as each certification body has a different pricing structure and types of service.
When she had a small company working out of a church basement her certification costs were about $500 a year, she says.
Fees are calculated based on the time required for the inspection and the certification of the products of each company. The
cost of certification therefore differs from a small food retailer to a
larger food processing plant. Fees can range from $1,000 to
$2,000 annually and are dependent on the number of sites to be
inspected, the number of products to certify and the country your
company wants to sell to.
“ECOCERT helps applicants by supplying the documents needed and by providing training for processor seeking certification,”
Fabien Jouve, division manager - client relations for Ecocert Canada, a certification firm with inspectors across Canada.
Prior to on-site audit, processors provide ECOCERT with an
organic system plan which includes a list of products to certify, list
of ingredients, list of suppliers, recipes, floor plans, flow charts
and label templates for approval.
“If the documents provided are compliant…
we can schedule an onsite audit,” says
Jouve. If everything is found to be compliant
after the audit a certificate will be issued.
If something is missing or needs to be corrected, the processor has 30 days to meet the
requirements.
Jouve says Ecocert, with four offices in
Canada and in 26 countries, helps processors
to get access to organic markets in more than
Fabien Jouve,
division manager –
130 countries around the world. Many of
client relations,
those countries do not have equivalency
Ecocert Canada
agreements with Canada. While there are
equivalency agreements between Canada, the U.S. and the EU,
other countries such as Korea, China, or Mexico, have their own
national standards requiring other certifications.
“Our inspectors and certification officers are trained for many
different organic, fair trade and food safety standards in order to
meet the needs of our clients,” says Jouve.
Gluten-free products are regulated to ensure products contain
less than 20 parts per million of gluten, which is contained in wheat,
barley, rye or hybrids of those grains.
The CFIA often learns about non-compliance when a consumer who is Celiac or
gluten-sensitive gets sick after consuming a product labelled gluten-free.
The Canadian Celiac Association
gluten-free certification is voluntary. It
covers all inputs and stages of the supply
chain to ensure there’s no cross-contamMelissa Secord,
ination, Secord says.
national executive
“It’s the facility that’s designated director, Canadian
gluten free, not the end product. So, Celiac Association
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Jerry Bigham, president and CEO, Kinnikinnick Foods

products that come out of gluten free facilities can carry our
certified gluten-free trademark,” says Secord.
Processors must pass an independent third-party audit
process once a year. Secord says the traceability requirements of
certification, which includes detailed record-keeping of skus,
shifts and even workers on a shift, allows for any recalls, which are
rare, to be quick and efficient.
Jerry Bigam, president and CEO of Kinnikinnick Foods in
Edmonton, depends on gluten-free certification to market his
firm’s baked goods.
“Celiacs, almost like a religion, look for one of the two or three
gluten-free standards (logos) and stay away from food products
that don’t show the standard.”
He adds that gluten-free certification is necessary for processors
targeting the international market.
Auditors come once a year to maintain certification, but Bigam
says it’s also up to companies to police themselves and make sure
they’re meeting standards all the time.
“It’s up to companies like us to make
sure supply chains are safe from any
gluten,” he says.
Tony Marshall, president of Highwood Crossing Foods Ltd. in High River,
Alberta, says COR certification is at the
heart of his company, which sells organic flours, baking mixes, oils and granola.
Organic standards are always changTony Marshall,
ing, he says.
“That’s an ongoing challenge, or president, Highwood
Crossing Foods
opportunity,” says Marshall. “They’re
always tweaking the regulations.”
A recent change required processors to ensure there was no
nanotechnology involved in the creation of packaging, he says.
“People talk about the cost of all things organic. You can’t
hang all that on the organic production system. So much of it is
compliance: bookkeeping and being able to track a product from
the field where it was grown through every step of its existence.”
But Marshall, whose business predates the national organic
standards, is happy to have Canadian certification. Before federal
legislation organic regulations were disjointed.
There still is some variation in Canada. For companies that only sell
within their home province the CFIA regulations don’t apply. Most
provinces have or are developing their own organic standards. WFP

Transportation & Cold Storage

By Melanie Franner

Dealing with
Demand Shifts
T

SUPPLY CHAIN CHALLENGES IN TRANSPORTATION AND COLD STORAGE
he cold storage market has undergone dramatic
growth during the past few years. A MarketsandMarkets report on the global cold chain market
estimates the value at USD$233.8 billion in 2020, with
forecasts predicting it to reach USD$340.3 billion by 2025.
That’s a 7.8 per cent CAGR.

Open Road Ahead

Jordan LeBlanc of Cushman & Wakefield attributes this
growth in the cold storage market to two key factors:
consumer habits that have created a shift away from highly
processed and unhealthy foods with long shelf life; and

population development that has driven the increased
need for 3PL (third-party logistics) groups to service
grocery and food retailers.
The COVID-19 pandemic has underlined the importance of
both of these.
“We’ve shifted to offering more direct-store-distribution
(DSD) service due to both the surge in demand from retailers
and the need to help avoid bottlenecks at grocery distribution
centres,” says Derek Ruel, vice-president sales, Western
Canada, VersaCold Logistics Services.
Even prior to the pandemic, the 3PL market was pegged
for significant growth. A report from Allied Market Research
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put the Canadian market at $1.58 billion in
2019 and projected it would reach $3.01 billion by 2027. That’s a nine per cent CAGR
growth rate from 2020 to 2027.
“Increase in focus on manufacturers and
retailers on core competencies and advancements of the e-commerce industry drive the
growth of the Canada 3PL market,” states
the report, cautioning that this market
growth is hindered by risk toward goodwill of
manufacturers and dearth of control of manufacturers on logistics services. “On the con-

The Allied Market Research report
also states that the pandemic — and subsequent lockdowns — drastically affected
the supply chain, as well as liquidity and cash
management, thereby creating logistical
challenges. The Canadian 3PL industry was
said to be severely affected due to commute
restrictions and weak financial performance
of the market players.
Within Canada’s 3PL market in 2019,
the health and nutrition
segment was reported to
account for the largest
share. Roadways similarly
represented the lion’s share
of the market. But, the airways segment is expected
to experience the highest
CAGR of 11.1 per cent
during the forecast period.

trary, rise in use of IT solutions and software,
cost-cutting and lead-time reduction owing
to adoption of multi-mode system, and
entering into a strategic partnership with end
users, are expected to open new opportunities for the market players in the future.”

Industry insight

VersaCold is one of the country’s largest
cold storage companies, running coast-tocoast operations nationwide with 26 facilities (16 of which are in Western Canada).
Ruel describes the western Canadian transportation and cold storage industry as having
been “resilient” throughout the pandemic.
“We have seen a huge uptick in retail
(grocery) demand, but that has been offset
by reduced activity in the foodservice sector,” he says.
Other changes that have materialized as
a result of the pandemic include periodic
material supply disruptions, such as ingredients and packaging for manufacturers, as
well as bottlenecks at grocery distribution
centres due to sudden surges in demand.
“We’ve also seen some customers source
their raw materials from broader geographic markets to ensure adequate supply,”
adds Ruel.
VersaCold has been able to successfully
respond to these changing market demands.
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and have not had a single outbreak at any
of our facilities,” says Ruel, who attributes
this success to a dedicated focus on the
safety of its people and an existing quality
management system.

The Road Ahead

VersaCold runs coast-to-coast operations nationwide with 16 facilities
in Western Canada. (Inset) Derek Ruel, vice-president sales,
Western Canada, VersaCold Logistics Services.

“We’ve been very agile in helping our
customers direct product to stores, and
to avoid distribution centre bottlenecks,”
explains Ruel. “We have also been able to
help customers import raw materials
from other regions or countries, and to
help them reallocate volume to other
facilities in our network.”
Additionally, the company has communicated with industry groups and government officials on changes in global food
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shipment regulations.
In addition to being a resource for customers and industry, VersaCold has also
had to implement new strategies and
guidelines to keep its workforce safe, such
as implementing stringent health measures, along with daily and now weekly calls
with the entire executive team.
“VersaCold has achieved business continuity throughout the pandemic with zero
days of productivity lost due to COVID-19

The pandemic has certainly created
some challenges for Canada’s cold storage
and transportation market. But with the
worst of those challenges now in the rearview mirror, the industry can focus on new
opportunities ahead.
“We believe our customers’ upstream
supply chains will stabilize, as they gain
more steady access to the ingredients,
materials and labour necessary to create
their products,” concludes Ruel, who adds
that the company does expect some
downstream balancing as foodservice volume picks up and grocery/retail normalizes somewhat.
For now, the remainder of 2021, and
even into 2022, looks like it will be a
more typical period of business activity.
There may be a few challenges still to
work out, but the overriding expectation
is one that points toward normalcy —
and ongoing growth. WFP
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METTLER TOLEDO XPR Automatic
Balance Product Launch

Baking Industry
Leaders Collaborate
to Automate
Single-Serve Desserts

Today’s laboratories are handling
higher throughput and smaller sample
sizes than ever before. The new METTLER
TOLEDO XPR Automatic Balance, which
incorporates state-of-the-art active
machine learning, continues to revolutionize powder weighing to deliver the
accuracy, safety and ease-of-use the
current marketplace demands.
Safety when weighing potentially
toxic or active substances is of paramount importance in industries such as
chemical, pharmaceutical and biotechnology. However, the need for safety
does not eclipse the need for both
accuracy and speed. The XPR Automatic
Balance significantly reduces exposure
risk while ensuring the exact precision
and enhanced throughput required by modern workflows.
XPR Automatic supports accuracy, repeatability, and safety by dosing from an
enclosed head into target vials or capsules with openings as small as six millimeters
in diameter. It then uses live feedback to learn a substance’s flow characteristics
and improve dispensing efficiency in real time. This can be particularly effective
when combined with a sample changer that
can process as many as 30 samples in one
automated run.
Direct dosing reduces the kind of airborne
exposure risk to lungs and eyes that spatula
use represents. Spill risk is also eliminated, as
is the need to repeatedly open the balance door
and transfer compounds from the main container into a secondary container. The dimensions
of the XPR Automatic Balance mean it can be
operated with ease inside a glove box or safety
enclosure, further enhancing containment.
The balance also allows manual operation.
When combined with automated liquid dosing, precise concentrations are delivered
every time, because solvent is added automatically based on the actual weight
of weighed-in solids. This means manual powder dosing can be approximate,
eliminating time-consuming scooping in or out to meet targets. Moreover, sample
sizes can be reduced by up to 30 per cent to save up to 75 per cent of expensive
or rare samples and further decreasing exposure potential.

Apex Motion Control and Unifiller have
collaborated to create the perfect autonomous
workstation for the production of single-serve
desserts like muffins. By combining Unifiller’s
MultiStation Depositor with Apex’s Baker-Bot,
these two machines can load pans onto a
conveyor, deposit batter, then move pans back
onto a rack without any stress.
To make this possible, Apex’s Baker-Bot first
grabs a pan from a sheet pan rack or a stack
of trays, then this cobot loads it onto the MultiStation Depositor’s conveyor belt. Unifiller’s
MultiStation system then uses auto-conveyor
height detection to raise the conveyor belt as
needed, so the batter can be accurately deposited
into the tray. Once the pan is filled with batter,
the Baker-Bot then grabs that tray, and depending
on your setup, it either places it back into the
sheet pan rack where it came from, or it places

For more information: www.mt.com/lab.

For more information: info@apexmotion.com

the pan onto a
separate rack.
This unique collaboration allows
bakers to automate this
tedious part of the single-serve
dessert production process, which
gives employees the necessary free time to focus
on other valuable tasks.

Graphic Packaging International Launches Paperseal Slice and
Wedge Solutions for Sliced Meat and Cheese Applications
Paper-based packaging leader Graphic Packaging International is launching two innovations to extend
its award-winning PaperSeal tray range for new applications. Following the success of the PaperSeal tray,
both the new PaperSeal Slice and PaperSeal Wedge offer brands and retailers a recyclable, barrier-lined,
paperboard packaging alternative to plastic thermoformed trays for sliced meats and
cheeses. Both PaperSeal Slice and Wedge offer enhanced branding capabilities with
high-quality graphics that deliver on-shelf differentiation. Ricardo De Genova, Graphic
Packaging’s SVP, global innovation and new business, commented: “Compared to traditional
plastic trays, PaperSeal Slice typically reduces plastic by 75 per cent and PaperSeal Wedge by 80 per
cent. The innovative new designs also use lighter weight paperboard to deliver reduced pack weights that
can support our customers’ packaging sustainability goals. Both are available as formed or flat trays.” Both solutions
have been designed to withstand the rigors of today’s supply chain with excellent seal integrity and shelf-life equivalent to traditional plastic
trays. As with the existing PaperSeal trays, the top film and liner can be separated from the paperboard for ease of post-use recycling.
For more information: www.graphicpkg.com.
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New Side Load
Bagger Now Available
WeighPack unveils its new Swifty Bagger Side Load automatic bagging machine, offering new features for customers
that require product orientation within a pre-made pouch.
This compact machine can load pillow and gusseted bags
ranging in length from 150 to 350 mm and in width from 120
to 260 mm, either with zippers or without. Additional options
are available to provide a nitrogen gas flush for customers
looking to increase product shelf life as well as a labelling
configuration to print expiration dates on the bag.
“We reimagined the Side Load to meet the demands of our
customers across industries. From pet treats and beef jerky
sticks to face masks and diabetic syringes, and for products
that cannot be gravity-fed, this machine allows precise
control over how the product will be viewed within the bag,”
said James Morris, lead technician at Paxiom Automation.

A perfect solution for products that are required to be
standing up “soldier style” within a pouch or single items
this automated solution can be used in food packaging,
consumer goods,healthcare, cosmetics, personal hygiene,
hardware and more.
The Swifty Bagger Side Load is economical, easy-to-clean
and its straight-flow design provides easy accessibility while
allowing the operator to monitor the entire filling process
from the front of the machine. An accumulation table can
be positioned prior to manual case packing or can also be
fully integrated with complete end-of-line systems to include
case erectors, pick and place case packers, drop packers, case
sealers and palletizers.
For more information: www.weighpack.com

Emerson Introduces Copeland
Commercial HVACR Variable
Frequency Drives for Refrigeration
Emerson has introduced its Copeland commercial HVACR variable
frequency drives (VFDs). They are specifically
engineered to save energy in a variety of demanding commercial and industrial refrigeration applications. Adding a VFD to control the speed of a
compressor, evaporator, or condenser fan in applications such as a refrigeration rack or chiller can
enhance overall system reliability and provide significant energy reductions, delivering quick
return on investment (ROI) for users in this space.
When applying Copeland commercial HVACR
VFDs to equipment, the same work gets done
using less energy: 15 to 30 per cent energy savings can be achieved compared to running a
fixed-speed compressor or general duty motor.
When a drive is applied to a fan or pump, the
motor speed for those applications can be modulated from 10 to 100 per cent. The efficiency from
using a VFD is a result of better load matching,
reducing the number of start/stop events and
pulling downloads faster, which eliminates unnecessary energy consumption.
“With variable frequency drive technology, the end user typically
experiences improved temperature and humidity control, reduced
noise, and adaptable capacity for changing loads and weather
conditions,” said Joe Summers, senior product manager — scroll &
drives for Emerson. “Improved reliability is also achieved through
proactive motor failure prevention, advanced diagnostics, decreased
susceptibility to power instability and by greatly reducing the
number of start/stop events.”
By adding a VFD, users will see a rapid return on investment in as
little as a few months, as there is commonly no need to change out
existing equipment, resulting in faster and affordable retrofits.
Emerson will be releasing two new commercial HVACR VFD product
suites: the EVM and the EVH series. Copeland EVM VFDs cover from 1/2
to 30 horsepower, have single and three-phase input options, and are
simple to use with Bluetooth onboard connectivity. EVM VFDs are wellsuited for chillers, medical refrigeration, display cases, walk-ins, reach-ins
and other applications where less control functionality is needed.
Copeland EVH VFDs cover from one to 250 horsepower and all
standard three-phase options, including 575-volt. They have expanded
control to handle applications requiring more functionality, such as
centralized rack applications, CO2 booster systems, advanced chillers,
and industrial refrigeration.
For more information: Climate.Emerson.com/CopelandVariable
FrequencyDrives.

Device to Safeguard Farm-to-Fork Continuum
Precision Biomonitoring has received a grant from the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) through the Innovative Solutions Canada
(ISC) Program to develop a rapid, highly-sensitive, mobile and specific testing methodology aimed at the improved detection of foodborne
pathogenic bacteria.
Project BISTRO aims to develop a rapid point-of-need solution to detect harmful pathogenic bacteria, including listeria and salmonella,
particularly in leafy greens and produce, with greater sensitivity than current state-of-the-art testing technology.
“As foodborne illnesses rise, it will be important that Canada is equipped with the innovative tools and resources that will enable bacteria
detection before products reach stores and consumers,” says Dr. Mario Thomas, CEO, Precision Biomonitoring. “We are looking forward to
being able to potentially improve foodborne illness detection that will ensure the health and safety of Canadians.”
Project BISTRO is an ultra-portable, low-cost platform that uses on-site sample preparation tools with an integrated enrichment step to
extract nucleic acids from various contaminated sample types. Using highly sensitive amplification coupled with digital lateral flow devices, the
solution will be able to deliver reliable detection results in less than two hours. Project BISTRO is an adaptation of Precision Biomonitoring’s
successful TripleLockTM platform, which was approved by Health Canada to support rapid testing needs in response to COVID-19.
The device will provide food producers, farming and agriculture operations, distribution centres and large-scale grocers with peace of mind
that they are providing their customers with safe food and produce.
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Adam Equipment Launches New
Long-Lasting CBX Portable Weighing Solution
Adam Equipment, a leading worldwide manufacturer of professional scales and
balances, introduced CBX, a new on-the-go, value-priced balance that is designed to
outlast the average weighing device.
“We recognize that industry is facing growing pressure to reduce waste. One of
the most obvious ways to help with this is providing products built to last
longer,” said Richard Storey, Adam Equipment’s managing director.
“The CBX perfectly represents our aim to offer our customers long
term value for money and reduce industry waste.”
Ideal for use in laboratories, education, office mailrooms and
production control, CBX offers both basic weighing and parts
counting functionality.
The versatile balance can be powered by either an included
adapter or an internal rechargeable battery. For convenience,
recharging may be also done via low-voltage USB-type input.
Auto power-off saves energy to extend battery life, while a low
battery indicator alerts the user when it’s time to recharge.
The long-lasting rechargeable lithium battery (good for up to 216 hours between
charges) and lightweight construction (its net weight is only 1.26lbs./572g) make
CBX perfectly portable for the ultimate flexibility in usage.
CBX is available in three models: CBX 1201 (1200g capacity and 0.1g readability),
CBX 3001 (3000g capacity and 0.5g readability) and CBX 6001 (6000g capacity and
1g readability). Each model delivers results in grams, pounds, ounces, and Newtons.
For more information: https://www.adamequipment.com/cbx-compact-balances

NITEGLOW Emergency Egress
System Allows Safe Travel Through
Darkened Stairwells
Wooster Products’ NITEGLOW Emergency Egress System
includes high quality photoluminescent (glow in the
dark) products to illuminate stair treads, handrails,
door handles and door frames, and obstructions, so that
occupants can evacuate safely in a darkened environment. NITEGLOW two-stage anti-slip stair nosing
meets NYC Local Law 26, 2015 IBC, and 2015 IFC code
compliance. Photoluminescent abrasive provides a higher coefficient of friction (and more secure footing) than
competitive products that include a photoluminescent
strip without abrasive (which is the industry norm).
NITEGLOW is well suited for either new construction
or retrofit code compliance upgrades. Heat treated
corrosion resistant aluminum substrate and a nearly diamond-hard aluminum oxide filler
assures long tread life under heavy pedestrian traffic. Bright, long lasting photoluminescent epoxy filler is free of hazardous and radioactive substances, extends uniformly
throughout the filler. Available in lengths to order, to a maximum of 8’0”. NITEGLOW
two-stage safety nosing includes a replaceable anti-slip abrasive-filled top insert, and
a mill finish extruded aluminum base, with sure-hold anchor. Optional wood insert
keeps aluminum base clean during initial construction. Protective tape also available.
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High Performance Rotary
Dividing for Pizza Dough
The servo-driven Handtmann Rotary Dividing
Solution for pizza and bread dough scales with +/-1
per cent accuracy at up to 200 ppm. It designed for
operations that want to efficiently produce a large
range of premium products on a single cutting unit.
With the VF 800 divider, the single lane SE 442-1
Rotary Divider delivers higher dough yields without
oil, in a short product path and with exceptional
dough quality. The consistent and continuous scaling of each dough piece also ensures a stable,
process-reliable operation.
The consistent accuracy of this rotary solution is
ensured with servo-managed signaling from the
Handtmann VF800 divider to the rotary cutting
insert. It uses standard Handtmann inserts that are
available in a variety of customizable shapes and
diameters that range from 30mm to 95mm. The
Handtmann rotary blade is designed with a unique
undercut function that increases precision.
Blade speed is adjustable for different dough
densities and the rotary blade and conveyor belt
speeds can be controlled separately. This enables
exact product depositing with equal spacing so
dough orientation on the belt can be optimized for
downstream processes.
Paul Hill, National Bakery Sales Manager says
“This new SE 442-1 rotary dividing option delivers
flexibility, reliability and very accurate dough balls
at all sizes in volume. And simple changes to shaping inserts makes it a very flexible solution.” He
notes that Handtmann reliability means “dough
balls with consistently reliable gram-accurate
weights throughout industrial production runs and
from shift-to-shift, month after month, year in and
year out.” While wear is an issue with all dividers,
Hill notes that Handtmann dividers return to OEM
tolerances with a simple adjustment of the vane
cell cam instead of through the purchase of expensive component replacements.”
For more information: paul.hill@handtmann.ca
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